You are invited to attend the annual School of Humanities and Creative Arts Prize Ceremony for the best students in Philosophy, English and Languages

Thursday 1 May 2014 at 3pm
Noel Stockdale Room, Central Library

Order of Ceremony
3pm Welcome

3:10pm Philosophy Prizes Awarded
   - The Senior Prize in Philosophy
   - The Staff Prize in Philosophy

3:20pm English Prizes Awarded
   - The Ann Flaxman Prize in English
   - The Caroline Macdonald Bachelor of Creative Arts/Creative Writing Thesis Prize
   - The Richard Conyers Prize
   - The Staff Prize in English

3:45pm Interval, light refreshments will be served

4:15pm Languages Prizes Awarded
   - TESOL Award for Outstanding Achievement in the Study of TESOL
   - Spanish
     - The Pam Bishop Prize
     - The Lecturer’s Prize for Intermediate Students of Spanish
     - The Lecturer’s Prize in Upper Intermediate Students of Spanish
   - French
     - Unibooks French First Year Beginners’ Prize
     - The Elizabeth Close Prize
     - The McGraw-Hill Prize
   - Italian
     - The Gentili Medal in Italian
     - The Michael Wills Prize in Italian
     - The Consul’s Book Award for Outstanding Achievement
     - The Italian Honours Prize
   - Modern Greek
     - The Basil Taliangis Prize in Modern Greek
     - The John Antoine and Christine Kiosoglous MBE KSA AE SM Prize in Modern Greek
     - The St Spyridon College Prize in Modern Greek
     - The Modern Greek Language Teachers Association Prize
     - The Peter Andrinopoulos Memorial Prize in Modern Greek
     - The St George College Prize in Modern Greek

Please join the staff in the School of Humanities and Creative Arts in celebrating this important event in our academic calendar

RSVP for catering purposes by Monday 28 April 2014 to Ellen.McPharlin@flinders.edu.au or phone the Professional Practice and Postgraduate Services Office 8201 5840

www.flinders.edu.au